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A bit about my background

● Started working in Civic Tech and Open Data when I joined 
Phandeeyar in Yangon in 2014

● Started organising Data Journalism Trainings in 2015
● Became project manager for Open Development Myanmar in 2016
● Joined School of Data Fellowship in 2017 focusing on natural 

resource data in Myanmar
● Founded Thibi, a data and design consultancy in 2018, that focuses 

on human centered design, data visualization and data literacy



Data Literacy Training Experiences

2017

Data Journalism Training 
and Mentorship for a 
small group of Myanmar 
Journalists

2018

Planning and 
fundraising for a 
longer-term data 
literacy training

2015

Data Journalism 
Trainings in 
Myanmar

2016

First Mekong Data 
Literacy Training 
Workshop in Yangon

2019

3 Month Data Literacy 
Certificate Program in 
Myanmar

2020

3 Month Data Literacy 
Certificate Program in 
Cambodia and 
Follow-Up Trainings in 
Myanmar



The Transparency Cycle

● How does data literacy fit into the 
broader work we do as civil 
society?

● There are multiple linkages in a 
chain of actors who all have to 
work together to make 
transparency and accountability a 
reality

Source: 
https://sunlightfoundation.com/2010/03/10/introducing-the-cycle-of-transparency/ 

https://sunlightfoundation.com/2010/03/10/introducing-the-cycle-of-transparency/


We are Infomediaries

“We help you cook the data so you just have to eat it”
-Bong Try

https://digital.lib.washington.edu/researchworks/bitstream/item/25410/GIS_Infomediaries_final_report.pdf?sequence=1
https://digital.lib.washington.edu/researchworks/bitstream/item/25410/GIS_Infomediaries_final_report.pdf?sequence=1


Training Civil Society: Supermarkets vs Restaurants

Data Publishers
“Supermarkets”

Examples:
● Open Data portals
● Publishing research reports or survey results
● Website showing live election results

Data Users
“Restaurants”

Examples:
● Publishing a data driven news story or 

investigative feature story
● Using Infographics for a campaign
● Publishing a summary of research findings



Training Journalists: Finding the Sweet Spot



What needed improvement

● Need to ensure continuity - you can’t 
train and forget

● Advanced levels of training will 
require more customization for each 
trainee

● Pivoting to remote in 2020 needed 
more thought and design

● Need to think beyond what you 
promised to the donor

Reflections on Trainings in Myanmar

What worked

● An incredible support team from 
Phandeeyar

● Many years of laying the groundwork 
building up trust among 
stakeholders

● Our training team knew the relevant 
data inside and out

● Was able to build capacity for 
support team to deliver subsequent 
trainings



Reflections on Trainings in Cambodia

What needed improvement

● Journalists had weaker capacity to 
absorb the content

● How do we support whole 
organizations beyond just individual 
trainees?

● How to bridge the technical gaps for 
advanced topics?

What worked

● An incredible support team from 
Open Development Cambodia + 
Trust form Stakeholders + Team 
Knew the Data

● Was able to build capacity for 
support team to deliver subsequent 
trainings

● Civil Society participants came in 
with strong foundations

● Extended mentorship period for 
participants to finish their projects



Thank you!

Please feel free to reach out to me 
at yan@thibi.co

or check out thibi.co and
thibi.recipes for our learning 
content hub

mailto:yan@thibi.co
https://thibi.co/
https://www.thibi.recipes/

